In a time of rapid climate change and environmental degradation, planning and building an ecologically sustainable environment have become imperative. In particular, urban settlements, as a densely populated built environment, are the center of attention. This study aims to build a clear and concise synthesis of sustainable urban development not only to serve as an essential reference for decision and policy makers, but also encourage more strategically organized sustainability efforts. The extensive similarities between environmental planning and a policy-making/decision-making/problem-solving process will be carefully examined to confirm the fundamental need to build a synthesis. Major global urban sustainability rankings/standards will be presented, discussed, and integrated to produce a holistic synthesis with ten themes and three dimensions. The study will assemble disparate information across time, space, and disciplines to guide and to facilitate sustainable urban development in which both environmental concerns and human wellbeing are addressed.
Introduction

Challenges of Climate Change and Environmental Degredation: Cities on the Front Line
The climate change we are facing now is of large scale and high speed, unprecedented and unseen in the past. It occurs across national borders and geographical boundaries and has already taken its toll on humankind. The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) compiled by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) makes a shocking but truthful observation: global average surface temperatures have increased by about 0.74˝C over the past one hundred years (between 1906 and 2005) and 2005 and 1998 were the two warmest years in the instrumental global surface air temperature record since 1850 [1] . In the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) released in 2013, new atmospheric temperature measurements are used and the IPCC goes further to "show an estimated warming of 0.85˝C (1.5˝F) since 1880 with the fastest rate of warming in the Arctic" [2] .
Several different scenarios of the 21st century global temperatures and greenhouse gases (GHGs) concentrations have been described in the AR5, and it has been projected that "global surface temperature increases will exceed 1.5˝C and keep rising beyond 2100 in all scenarios except the lowest-emission scenario" [2] . The speed of global warming is picking up and, without cooperative measures from around the world to limit GHGs emissions, "in the scenarios with higher rates of emissions, warming is likely to exceed 2˝C by 2100, and could even exceed 4˝C" [2] . Also noted by the IPCC is that rising sea levels are a particularly serious outcome of global warming. Worldwide sea level is expected to increase by 8-88 cm during the 21st century [3] .
Reserch Rationale and Objective
Around the globe, rapid urbanization has created immense burdens on public infrastructure, such as transit systems and utility facilities. It has also produced a highly stressed and strained ecosystem. The ongoing reciprocal action between climate change and urbanization further complicates the situation and has greatly threatened the global natural environment, economic development, social stability, and human wellbeing. Combining highly concentrated population and economic assets, urban settlements are truly the places where human impacts on the environment are most extensive, persistent, and focused. Accordingly, it is well recognized that careful planning of the environment of urban settlements will be the crucial step to securing a sustainable future.
The fact that cities are the places where a large portion of economic activity and consumption take place means that human impacts on the environment will be the most intense. Contrariwise, environmental impacts on human society will be the most visible. In short, cities are fundamental to climate change management efforts. This compelling fact defines the scope of argument in this study. Namely, the focus of environmental planning presented and discussed below will be perceived from the perspective of urban settlements. We aim to address the challenge of sustainable urban development by means of offering a concise synthesis framework. It will register all concerns in environmental issues and human wellbeing. It will not only serve as a fundamental reference for decision and policy makers, but also encourage more strategically organized efforts in sustainable environmental planning.
In this study, Section 1 presents an overview of the problems of climate change and environmental degradation originating from human activities. The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with an investigation of the role of cities both in creating and in addressing the issues of sustainable urban development. Then comes an extensive review of a range of concepts and approaches alternative solutions; and (3) Selection of alternative [63] . The rational decision-making model [63, 64] has often been used as a reference frame when depicting decision-making processes. Though it can be a reductionist version of reality, it can still offer a close impression of the decision-making process via six steps: goal clarification, solution search, solution analysis, solution evaluation, decision, and control [64] .
In Figure 1 , we can clearly see the similarities among the classic policy-making process, the decision-making process, and the problem-solving process. Whether it is the policy-making, the decision-making, or the problem-solving process, the first and foremost step is to determine areas of concerns based on available information. Any later efforts in subsequent steps can thus be made in a more efficient and directed way. Applying such a concept in the context of sustainable urban development, we can readily infer that a synthesis framework that encompasses the complete range of human and environmental wellbeing will be the top priority (Figure 2 ). Since the concept of sustainable urban development is multidimensional, efforts made in the field could be diverse, random, and not strategically organized. Such a framework should be able to provide the big picture, that is, to summarize complex issues for supporting policy makers and encouraging more focused efforts. Whether it is the policy-making, the decision-making, or the problem-solving process, the first and foremost step is to determine areas of concerns based on available information. Any later efforts in subsequent steps can thus be made in a more efficient and directed way. Applying such a concept in the context of sustainable urban development, we can readily infer that a synthesis framework that encompasses the complete range of human and environmental wellbeing will be the top priority (Figure 2 ). Since the concept of sustainable urban development is multidimensional, efforts made in 
A Synthesis Framework with Dimensions and Themes
This section elaborates on how the synthesis framework is constructed and consists of four subsections: 
Defining Sustainable Urban Development
In the search for a sustainable development pathway, the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development published in 1987 Our Common Future, also known as the Brundtland Report. It is considered the starting point of the global discourse on sustainability and defines sustainable development as "development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" [65] (p. 37). Sustainable development carries different meanings to different people, subject to their position in societies [66] [67] [68] . "It takes on meaning within different political ideologies and programmes underpinned by different kinds of knowledge, values and philosophy" [69] (p. 3). Thus far, there has been no consensus on how such development should be defined or attained.
The concept of sustainable urban development is thus ever-changing and evolving. It is sometimes defined in terms of the economic sustainability of a city, that is, its potential "to reach qualitatively a new level of socio-economic, demographic and technological output which in the long run reinforces the foundations of the urban system" [70] . This way of thinking seeks to continue economic growth and is now regarded as a relatively weaker form of sustainable development. Others may put more emphasis on the social sustainability and base the concept on a broad range of social principles of futurity, equity, and participation, especially involvement of public citizens in the land development process [71] . When viewed alongside environmental concerns, the concept also embodies environmental sustainability, meaning the pursuit of urban form that synthesizes land development and nature preservation and places the protection of natural systems into a state of vital equipoise [72] . In general, countries around the world are called to minimize environmental impact and to improve the social conditions of individuals and the community [73] . In summary, principles of achieving sustainable urban development are generally based on environmental, economic, and social considerations [74] [75] [76] .
Although current discussions appear to focus more on the environment and economy, cities are still fundamentally human habitats. In contrast to the weaker form of sustainable development, a stronger form "represents a revised form of self-reliant community development which sustains people's livelihoods using appropriate technology" [69] (p. 4). Since cities are for people [77] , sustainable cities should be "places where people want to live and work, now and in the future. They meet the diverse needs of existing and future residents, are sensitive to their environment, and contribute to a high quality of life. They are safe and inclusive, well planned, built and run, and offer equality of opportunity and good services for all" [78] (p. 56). It is prescient that human health, wellbeing, safety, security and opportunity will be influenced by the way urban settlements are planned, designed, developed and managed [79] . It should also be noted that social development and economic productivity depend on citizens whose mental and physical needs are satisfied. City inhabitants' comfort hence plays a significant role in sustainable urban development.
Sustainable urban development is indeed a multilayered concept. It synthesizes land development and nature preservation. It also refers to the capacity of nature to support its activities, the vitality of a city as a complex system, and the quality of life of its inhabitants. In other words, sustainable urban development covers many fields of activity such as environmental protection, human development, and inhabitant wellbeing. However, despite all the discussions, no single or agreed meaning has been produced. Taking account of all the concerns stated above, this study proposes to define sustainable urban development as the capacity of any significant human settlements to maintain environmental quality and carrying capacity, to support socio-economic development and management, and to provide sufficient services and livelihoods to all current and future inhabitants. That is, the practicable and full realization of sustainability can only take place in the overlap, or the dynamic, among the three fundamental capacities ( Figure 3 ). Sustainable urban development is indeed a multilayered concept. It synthesizes land development and nature preservation. It also refers to the capacity of nature to support its activities, the vitality of a city as a complex system, and the quality of life of its inhabitants. In other words, sustainable urban development covers many fields of activity such as environmental protection, human development, and inhabitant wellbeing. However, despite all the discussions, no single or agreed meaning has been produced. Taking account of all the concerns stated above, this study proposes to define sustainable urban development as the capacity of any significant human settlements to maintain environmental quality and carrying capacity, to support socio-economic development and management, and to provide sufficient services and livelihoods to all current and future inhabitants. That is, the practicable and full realization of sustainability can only take place in the overlap, or the dynamic, among the three fundamental capacities ( Figure 3 ). 
Global Rankings/Standards of Urban Sustainability: Different Focal Areas
In order to facilitate an improved understanding on the state of, or changes to, urban settlements in relation to better sustainability performance, different sets of frameworks, indicators, and assessment tools have been developed [80, 81] . A broad range of urban sustainability indicators 
In order to facilitate an improved understanding on the state of, or changes to, urban settlements in relation to better sustainability performance, different sets of frameworks, indicators, and assessment tools have been developed [80, 81] . A broad range of urban sustainability indicators has also been in use across different cities and regions, varying in accordance with their particular needs and goals [82, 83] . From an initial look, these indicators or rankings/standards appear individually from different sources, leaving the impression that they are proposed as ad-hoc solutions to the emerging environmental challenges. However, each is actually sensibly put together in line with the growing trends in urban environmental planning.
For instance, in recent decades, the concept of New Urbanism, also called Smart Growth or Transit-Oriented Development, has begun to take form. It started out as a reaction against the perceived environmental, economic and social problems of earlier generations of urban planning. New Urbanism advocates "restructuring of public policy and development practices to support the following principles: neighborhoods should be diverse in use and population; communities should be designed for the pedestrian and transit as well as the car; cities and towns should be shaped by physically defined and universally accessible public spaces and community institutions; urban places should be framed by architecture and landscape design that celebrate local history, climate, ecology, and building practice" [84] . From a thoroughgoing critique of the impacts of urbanization, many have also made the case for "walkable, human-scaled neighbourhoods as the building blocks of sustainable communities and regions" [85] . Such conception are materialized into six fundamental features, including a clear neighborhood center that satisfies all residents' daily needs, the five minute walk, a street network in the form of a continuous web, narrow and versatile streets, mixed land use, and special sites for special buildings [85] .
These New Urbanist features have in reality been translated into indicators, such as "shift of transport mode" in the Low Carbon Cities Framework, "local transport" in European Green Capital Award, "green transport promotion" in Green City Index, "density" in Sustainable Cities Index, "complete neighborhood/compact city" in Indicators for Sustainability, and "street life" in Quality of Life Survey. Each of these indicators serves as a parameter "which points to, provides information about, and/or describes the state of a phenomenon/environment/area" [86, 87] . Indicators have the role of measuring performance. They must be clear, simple, scientifically sound, verifiable, and reproducible [88] . According to the European Evaluation Network for Rural Development [89] , an indicator must be SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-related. They help make tangible an otherwise rather abstract concept, that is, in this case, urban sustainability.
"An indicator quantifies and aggregates data that can be measured and monitored to determine whether change is taking place" [90] , and change can often bring cost reduction and service improvement outcomes. In Asia, the Green City Index by Siemens AG has projected potential cost savings of US$2.7 billion from various projects or clean technology deployments in the 22 Asian cities surveyed and "bulk of the estimated savings will be generated from energy consumption and energy efficiency initiatives" [91] . In Denmark, there is the Copenhagen 10-Step Program; the results are also highly positive and can be described in measurable terms. The city has: (1) reduced the number of cars in its center by eliminating parking spaces at a rate of 2-3 percent per year; (2) introduced the City Bike system, allowing anyone to borrow a bike from any one of the 110 bike stands located around the city center for a small refundable coin deposit; and (3) encouraged 34 percent of Copenhageners working in the city to bicycle to their jobs [92] .
However, as much as efforts from different parties have been made in applying sustainability indicators, the results can sometimes be mixed and a number of outcomes can even fall short in terms of facilitating sustainability performance [93] [94] [95] . It has been contended that an inadequate selection of indicators [80, 94] and the lack of consensus on urban sustainability indicators among different approaches [96, 97] have been causing confusion and have led to, in some cases, failure to achieve favorable sustainability results. Furthermore, policymakers and city authorities today are faced with a Step 1 of the five-step methodology has been carried out in Subsection 4.1. Now we proceed to
Step 2, where we select representative rankings/standards that correspond to the three fundamental capacities of sustainable urban development defined in this study. There are 10 in total ( Figure 5 ) and they are chosen to optimize the purpose of this study.

To maintain environmental quality and carrying capacity: Selected are rankings/standards named with reference to "Low-Carbon" or "Green" (e.g., Low Carbon Cities Framework by the Malaysian Ministry of Energy, Green Technology and Water [100] , the European Green Capital Award [101] , and the Siemens AG Green City Index [38] ). Their main concerns relate to the natural environment with relatively minor considerations of socio-economic issues.
To support socio-economic development and management: Selected are rankings/standards labeled with "Sustainability," or "Health" (e.g., the Sustainable Cities Index of the Australian Conservation Foundation [102] , Indicators for Sustainability by Sustainable Cities International [103] , and the WHO Healthy Cities Indicators [22] ). They usually focus on socio-economic development, public infrastructure, and human health-related statistics. Environmental or ecosystem preservation is of secondary importance.  To provide sufficient services and livelihoods to all current and future inhabitants: Selected are rankings/standards titled as "Livable" or "Life/Living" (e.g., the OECD Better Life Index [104] , the EIU Liveability Ranking [42] , the Mercer Quality-of-Living Report [105] , and the Monocle Quality of Life Survey [45] ). Their emphasis on socio-economic and medical services and provision of inhabitant physical and mental wellbeing is strong. Environmental interests are limited. Step 1 of the five-step methodology has been carried out in Subsection 4.1. Now we proceed to Step 2, where we select representative rankings/standards that correspond to the three fundamental capacities of sustainable urban development defined in this study. There are 10 in total ( Figure 5 ) and they are chosen to optimize the purpose of this study.
‚
To support socio-economic development and management: Selected are rankings/standards labeled with "Sustainability," or "Health" (e.g., the Sustainable Cities Index of the Australian Conservation Foundation [102] , Indicators for Sustainability by Sustainable Cities International [103] , and the WHO Healthy Cities Indicators [22] ). They usually focus on socio-economic development, public infrastructure, and human health-related statistics. Environmental or ecosystem preservation is of secondary importance.
To provide sufficient services and livelihoods to all current and future inhabitants: Selected are rankings/standards titled as "Livable" or "Life/Living" (e.g., the OECD Better Life Index [104] , the EIU Liveability Ranking [42] , the Mercer Quality-of-Living Report [105] , and the Monocle Quality of Life Survey [45] ). Their emphasis on socio-economic and medical services and provision of inhabitant physical and mental wellbeing is strong. Environmental interests are limited. 
Global Rankings/Standards of Urban Sustainability: Sorting Indicators into Themes
Urban sustainability rankings/standards currently in use are composed of indicators that address different concerns. "Indicators are selected to provide information about the functioning of a specific system, for a specific purpose-to support decision-making and management" [90] . The common ground to be found among all these rankings/standards is that they all aim to promote sustainable urban development by aggregating diverse information into focused and applicable knowledge [106] .
However, issues covered in sustainable urban development can be innumerable. For example, according to the Division for Sustainable Development of the United Nations (UN-DESA), "urban planning, transport systems, water, sanitation, waste management, disaster risk reduction, access to information, education and capacity-building are all relevant issues to sustainable urban development" [107] . In addition, in 2003, the British Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM, UK) launched a programme of action called Sustainable Communities: Building for the future. In it, the most important requirements of sustainable communities are set out as below [108] (p. 5):
(1) A flourishing local economy to provide jobs and wealth; (2) Strong leadership to respond positively to change; (3) Effective engagement and participation by local people, groups and businesses, especially in the planning, design and longterm stewardship of their community, and an active voluntary and community sector; (4) A safe and healthy local environment with well-designed public and green space; (5) Sufficient size, scale and density, and the right layout to support basic amenities in the neighbourhood and minimise use of resources (including land); 
(1) A flourishing local economy to provide jobs and wealth; (2) Strong leadership to respond positively to change; (3) Effective engagement and participation by local people, groups and businesses, especially in the planning, design and longterm stewardship of their community, and an active voluntary and community sector; (4) A safe and healthy local environment with well-designed public and green space; (5) Sufficient size, scale and density, and the right layout to support basic amenities in the neighbourhood and minimise use of resources (including land); (6) Good public transport and other transport infrastructure both within the community and linking it to urban, rural and regional centres; (7) Buildings-both individually and collectively-that can meet different needs over time, and that minimise the use of resources; (8) A well-integrated mix of decent homes of different types and tenures to support a range of household sizes, ages and incomes; (9) Good quality local public services, including education and training opportunities, health care and community facilities, especially for leisure; (10) A diverse, vibrant and creative local culture, encouraging pride in the community and cohesion within it; (11) A "sense of place"; (12) The right links with the wider regional, national and international community.
As the pace of urbanization continues to accelerate, many cities are faced with "an urgent need for a transition towards a future that maximises their liveability and sustainability" [109] . The notion of urban sustainability becomes increasingly intertwined with livability, which represents "the sum of the factors that add up to a community's quality of life-including the built and natural environments, economic prosperity, social stability and equity, educational opportunity, and cultural, entertainment and recreation possibilities", as defined by the Partners for Livable Communities (PLC) [110] . In short, as put by the British Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG), a sustainable and livable city should be an environment that is both inviting and enjoyable, where inhabitants would want to live and work now and in the future [111] .
From the above discussion, it can be observed that different types of issues embody different concerns. In many cases, the concerns are unbalanced and fails to concurrently address the environmental, socio-economic, and inhabitant wellbeing aspects. Therefore, Table 1 collects issues proposed from multiple sources and summarizes them into ten major themes: (1) Environmental Quality Monitoring; (2) Natural Resource Consumption; (3) Lowering Environmental Impact and Maintaining Carrying Capacity; (4) A Sound Socio-economic Environment; (5) Adequate Infrastructure; (6) Development Strategy Considering Both Human and Natural Environment; (7) Sports, Leisure and Recreation; (8) Consumer Goods and Services; (9) Cultural Diversity and Tolerance; and (10) Sense of Wellbeing and Work-Life Balance.
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Urban Greenery and Environmental Quality laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Waste more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Low Carbon Buildings
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Green Transport Infrastructure
Clean Vehicles
and work now and in the future
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Reduce Greenhouse Gases/Energy Efficiency major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Waste/Reuse/Recycle laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Green Spaces
Healthy Cities Indicators
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Water quality
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Table 2 . Indicators sorte d into e nvironme ntal themes: e nvironme ntal quality monitoring/natural resource consumption/lowe ring environmental impact and maintaining carrying capacity. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Table 2 . Indicators sorte d into e nvironme ntal themes: e nvironme ntal quality monitoring/natural resource consumption/lowe ring environmental impact and maintaining carrying capacity. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Table 3 . Indicators sorted into socio-economic themes: a sound socio-economic environment/adequate infrastructure/development strategy considering both human and natural environment.
Waste Disposal
Quality of Life Survey
Ranking/Standard
Themes A Sound Socio-economic Environment Adequate Infrastructure Development Strategy Considering Human and Natural Environment
Low Carbon Cities Framework
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Community Services more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Shift of Transport Mode
Traffic Management
Infrastructure Provision
Energy (infrastructure)
and work now and in the future In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Site Selection
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Urban Form
European Green Capital Award
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Healthy Cities Indicators more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Living Space more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Integrated Environmental Management
Green City Index
ODPM, UK Requirement #5 Consumer Goods and S ervices (same as title of theme) ODPM, UK Requirements #10, 11, 12 Cultural Diversity and Toleranc e (same as title of theme) PLC Cultural
Green Action Plan
PLC possibilities ODPM, UK Requirement #5 Consumer Goods and S ervices (same as title of theme) ODPM, UK Requirements #10, 11, 12 Cultural Diversity and Toleranc e (same as title of theme) PLC Cultural
Green Management
PLC Entertainment and rec reation possibilities Recreation ODPM, UK Requirement #5 Consumer Goods and S ervices (same as title of theme) ODPM, UK Requirements #10, 11, 12 Cultural Diversity and Toleranc
Public Participation in Green Policy
Sustainable Cities Index
Susta ina bility 2016, 8, 492 15 of 25 PLC Entertainment and rec reation Renewable Energy Consumption  Clean and Effic ient Employment Susta ina bility 2016, 8, 492 15 of 25 PLC Entertainment and rec reation
Green Transport Promotion
Education Susta ina bility 2016, 8, 492 15 of 25 PLC Entertainment and rec reation
Percentage of Population Living in Substandard Accommodation
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Percentage of Disabled Persons Employed
laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Public Transport more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Public Transport Network Cover more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Mortality: All Causes
Cause of Death
Low Birth Weight
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Table 2 . Indicators sorte d into e nvironme ntal themes: e nvironme ntal quality monitoring/natural resource consumption/lowe ring environmental impact and maintaining carrying capacity. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Liveability Ranking more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Prevalence of Petty Crime
Prevalence of Violent Crime
Threat of Terror
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Availability of Private Education
Quality of Private Education
Public Education Indicators
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Availability of Good Quality Housing laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Availability of Private Healthcare more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Quality of Private Healthcare more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. 
Availability of Public Healthcare
Quality of Public Healthcare
In the 10 themes above, the first three are considered more environmental, the second three more socio-economic, and the last four more inhabitant wellbeing-oriented. With themes clearly laid out, we continue with Step 3 of the integrative methodology: collate all indicators from the 10 major global urban sustainability rankings/standards ( Figure 5 ) and follow the specified theme coverage in Table 1 to re-arrange all indicators into 10 themes. Tables 2-4 show how these hundreds of indicators are sorted into themes for easy and comprehensive reference. Availability of Over-the-counter Drugs and work now and in the future
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Step 1: Define sustainable urban development through literature review.
Step 2: In line with the definition developed in this study, select 10 global rankings/standards of urban sustainability.
Step 3: Collate all indicators from the 10 rankings/standards and sort them into 10 themes according to the specified theme coverage established in this study: The three dimensions correspond directly to the definition of sustainable urban development proposed in this study: to maintain environmental quality and carrying capacity, to support socio-economic development and management, and to provide sufficient services and livelihoods to all current and future residents.
Step 5: Produce a synthesis framework of sustainable urban development ( Figure 6 ).
Sustainable development has often been identified as composed of economic, social, and environmental goals [112] . However, "a paradigm that does not have a central focus on human health and wellbeing may fail to recognize the critical systemic relationships involved and thus the opportunities for identification of strategies that generate cobenefits" [113] . In other words, a focus primarily on environment or economy may risk excluding inhabitants' comfort or wellbeing from the benefits of sustainable development of cities. To ensure successful and sustainable urban environmental planning, an interwoven approach that addresses concerns in natural environment and resources, infrastructure and socio-economic development, and inhabitants' wellbeing should be adopted. The three aspects must receive equal attention and importance.
The framework proposed in this study addresses exactly the three aspects. It is a synthesis of existing approaches, incorporating the 10 rankings/standards advocated by international and regional organizations. It overcomes the heterogeneity of a myriad of indicators currently offered and addresses a certain confusion surrounding the topic of sustainable urban development. Careful reference to all the three dimensions and the 10 themes of the framework will enable environmental planning that exemplifies a balanced intersection among various sustainability goals. Indicators from multiple urban sustainability approaches are collated and sorted into specific themes for ease of quick reference and possible selection. More indicators can be added or removed in accordance with emerging needs or gained experience and that allows policy and decision makers to customize their best practices in individual cases. For any existing environmental planning policies or programs, the synthesis framework with all its components can also serve as a checklist to assess the policy strengths and weaknesses. (Themes 7-10) . The three dimensions correspond directly to the definition of sustainable urban development proposed in this study: to maintain environmental quality and carrying capacity, to support socio-economic development and management, and to provide sufficient services and livelihoods to all current and future residents. 
4-6); and (3) Lifestyles of Sustainability
Step 5: Produce a synthesis framework of sustainable urban development ( Figure 6 ). Sustainable development has often been identified as composed of economic, social, and environmental goals [112] . However, "a paradigm that does not have a central focus on human health and wellbeing may fail to recognize the critical systemic relationships involved and thus the opportunities for identification of strategies that generate cobenefits" [113] . In other words, a focus primarily on environment or economy may risk excluding inhabitants' comfort or wellbeing from the benefits of sustainable development of cities. To ensure successful and sustainable urban environmental planning, an interwoven approach that addresses concerns in natural environment and resources, infrastructure and socio-economic development, and inhabitants' wellbeing should be adopted. The three aspects must receive equal attention and importance.
The framework proposed in this study addresses exactly the three aspects. It is a synthesis of existing approaches, incorporating the 10 rankings/standards advocated by international and regional organizations. It overcomes the heterogeneity of a myriad of indicators currently offered and addresses a certain confusion surrounding the topic of sustainable urban development. Careful reference to all the three dimensions and the 10 themes of the framework will enable environmental planning that exemplifies a balanced intersection among various sustainability goals. Indicators from multiple urban sustainability approaches are collated and sorted into specific themes for ease Figure 6 . Sustainable urban development-a synthesis framework with three dimensions and ten themes.
Conclusions
Since many countries are moving into a fast-growing and transforming stage, there is global dialogue and consensus that urbanization will continue to bring about compelling global and local changes. To adapt and respond to changes, the study has hence collected major global urban sustainability rankings/standards and provided a newly devised synthesis framework of sustainable urban development with 10 themes and three dimensions. In summary, it has:
‚ enabled the idea of sustainability in various urban settlement theories to be explored through a review of current notions in literature;
‚ approached the multifaceted concept of sustainable urban development from the perspectives of policy-making, decision-making, and problem-solving processes to establish the essentiality of developing a synthesis framework; ‚ re-organized and integrated major global urban sustainability rankings/standards into newly and clearly defined dimensions and themes under a concise framework to help identify a more holistic approach to realizing the goal of livable, ecological, and sustainable cities; and ‚ devised a synthesis framework that is globally encompassing and adaptive for any cities to use in their policy-and-decision-making processes towards a sustainable future.
This project contributes to the ongoing discussion of urban sustainability. To facilitate truly sustainable urban development, we first inspected the evolution of views on human-environment relations in urban settlements theories to examine the interconnectedness between human societies and ecosystems. An original definition of sustainable urban development is offered, bringing a clearer understanding of this multidimensional phenomenon. We then examined the high degree of similarities between environmental planning and a decision process (including policy-making, decision-making, and problem-solving) to confirm the need to build a synthesis framework. Through the procedures explained earlier, we have established a synthesis framework based on integration of current approaches and concepts. The framework has managed to put some order in a broad and partly inconsistent literature. As underlying guidance, it will provide the conceptual and practical scaffolding for creating new policies and encourage more strategically organized efforts in sustainable environmental planning.
